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SCHOOL NEWS
>

Pupils get hands-on with creatures
COOKS SPINNEY PRIMARY Children

welcomed snakes, spiders and
hissing cockroaches into the

classroom when Jungle Jo
dropped in to the Cooks Spinney
school’s reception classes.

The youngsters got the
chance to handle various

creepy crawlies inclusing a
giant African snail, a stick

insect, a tarantula, millipede
and python.

The visit formed part of a
mini beasts project which has
also included insect hunts,

role playing in a science lab and reading
The Very Hungry Caterpillar. The
children are also looking after their own
caterpillars and will be watching them
turn into butterflies before releasing
them in the summer.

Reception class teacher, Francesca
Harris, said: “Some were terrified at the
start of the session but soon got their
confidence and all handled each little
visitor.”

Deputy headteacher Stuart Pope added:
“This is one of our new themed events
called wow days where we invite visitors
in to bring the curriculum to life.”

Garden is a work in progress

FRESHWATERS PRIMARY ACADEMY
Green-fingered youngsters gave a warm
welcome to their new volunteer
gardener on Monday.

Maria Kennedy will join site manager
Graham Smith to work on the garden
after answering the School Lane
academy’s appeal for help to create
outdoor educational spaces for its
pupils.

Mrs Kennedy, who has worked as a
gardener, said: “We are working at the
moment to clear the area as it has
become very overgrown. I have already
found wonderful apple trees and other
bushes which are good for attracting

bees and butterflies.
“I would like the children at

Freshwaters to learn more about
gardening and nature with me. I have
worked as a gardener in the past and
love to create things and see plants and
food grow.”

Acting headteacher Marios
Solomonides said: “I would like to
develop areas for children to take part
in gardening and growing vegetables, as
well as a wildlife area around our pond.
I want lots more outdoor learning.”

Pictured helping Mrs Kennedy and Mr
Smith in the garden are Hermione, 8,
Damon, 9, and Connor, 7.
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SNAKES
ALIVE:
Pictured
with
Jungle Jo
and Rosie
the Royal
Python are,
left to
right,
Yasmina,
Emily, Evie
and Amy.
Bottom
left, Joey
makes
friends
with a
stick
insect


